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GOVERNANCE & STRATEGY 
LinKS is centred around one essential 

topic: STRATEGY.  The LinKS@Wharton 

-Governing Global Strategies program is 

the foundation of our focus on strategy 

and, as a participant, you will improve 

and gain new knowledge and skills on 

strategy.

THE  PROGRAM
Our certified Governance & Strategy 

Program  focuses on strategic 

exchange. With this program, we will be 

challenging governance frameworks 

and inviting new opportunities for 

strategic collaboration based on a 

Scandinavian context of transparency 

and governance - hereto we add a new 

emphasis on the right collaborative 

balance - in a global perspective.

This program is intended for global 

NEDs and executives with special focus 

on challenging their executive skills in 

strategy and governance models.

Executive Education: LinKS@Wharton, 26 - 31 August 2018

• High Class Business School program on Governance and Business at The Wharton School, 

Philadelphia, kicked off with a visit to the DK Embassy of Washington

• Prelude 5 May 2018 with VIP invitation to the grand BLOXHUB Innovation House opening

• Be challenged by global, world- renowned professors and diverse program participants

• Make concrete decisions on some of your most complex challenges on governance and strategy

• Become a part of the everlasting, trusted LinKS network across the private, public & political sectors 

• Coaching prior to program start defining your strategic challenge and focus area during the program 

We carefully combine our group of 

participants in order to enhance co-

creation accross the private, public and 

political sectors.  

All participants are personally invited.

THE WHARTON SCHOOL
The Wharton School of Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania is one of the best rated 

business schools and an Ivy League 

University. 

LinKS is the sole Scandinavian 

provider of top executive programs at 

the Wharton School and is proud to offer 

a program with renowned professors. 

INFORMATION & SIGN UP
The participation fee is € 9,300 excl. 

VAT, travel,  accommodation and meals.

To indicate your interest, please contact:  

LinKS CEO, Mette Laursen, 

ml@linkslabs.com /+45-28 11 17 44

LinKS Director Linda Jakobsen, 

lj@linkslabs.com / +45 28 76 12 35

LinKS Ambassadors Sweden, 

Jan Närlinge, +46-73 358 4542

Elisabeth Milton, +45-22 72 57 50

LinKS Ambassador Norway, 

Bernhard Rikardsen, +47-97 64 74 64

ABOUT LINKS
LinKS – Leadership in the Knowledge

Society – creates unique arenas for 

insight in order to inspire, challenge and 

redefine the top executives’ strategic 

agenda - and share it globally.

See more about LinKs here.

Program Key Points:
• Strategy creation
• Governance Structures 
• Cross sectoral alliances and 

business  structures 
• Leading global business
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In order to tailor your strategic challenge for Wharton, we meet to prepare before departure. By working on your challenge and 
main issues with LinKS’ executive coach Ulrik Schiøtz, we make sure that you are fully prepared enabling the best possible 
outcome for your self and your organisation. 

General, Chief of Defence Denmark, Peter Bartram:  ‘The LinKS Wharton week was an excellent experience. From day one I gained 

inspiration and food for thoughts delivered in a world class environment. It’s a golden opportunity to tackle some of your strategic 

issues, and to discuss challenges with other executive level leaders’.

Group CFO and Member of the Executive Board of TDC, Stig Pastwa, says: “The combination of an outstanding faculty, a well 

designed program and a thoughtfully invited group of participants from a broad spectrum of our society created a platform 

enabling me to reach out further than I am used to and thereby acquire substantially more new inspiration and knowledge than I 

would normally manage. This has helped me create better solutions to existing challenges.”

CEO of FORCA, Steen Gram-Hanssen: The first thoughts that enter my mind regarding the LinKS@Wharton program are:

•  Fantastic network

• Extraordinary dialogue in the network

• A group of very diversified people from different public and private organisations that all without exception came to both give 

and take back home 

• Anchored by LinKS at the Wharton School - an incredible university with great depth and height 

CEO of the Oslo Stock Exchange, Bente Landsnes :  “This was a week with great breadth, many impulses, and possibilities to think 

out loud with like-minded participants. A fine opportunity to see your own company from the outside and to explore strategies and 

new options.”

Professional chairman/board member, former managing partner of BCG Copenhagen, Jens Harsaae:  “impressive faculty and 

contents, flawless organisation and not least inspiring participants. The cross-section of profiles from the public and private sectors 

provides a broad perspective on important themes for boards, e.g. digital transformation, geopolitical changes and developing 

strategy under uncertainty. I returned from the program with a lot of new ideas and themes for further exploration.” 

Former participants’ testimonials about LinKS@Wharton

Program Journey
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